
 

AP Literature and Composition Ms. Cockrell  

Summer Work 2021-2022 lcockrell@mcminnschools.com 

 

 

For your summer work, please select the novel of your choice to complete the following assignment. 

The goal is to read a work that 1) you will enjoy reading and 2) contains sufficient literary merit to be 

considered an option for the final essay on your AP exam, which allows you to select the book of your 

choice in response to a prompt.  

 

On the following page, you will find a list of titles that regularly appear as “suggestions” for the final 

writing prompt, but you are not required to choose from this list. Please avoid the following titles, as 

they will likely be taught during the upcoming school year: Their Eyes Were Watching God by Zora 

Neale Hurston, Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen, and The Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald. By 

completing the attached novel study guide, you will be able to review the work you choose in sufficient 

detail before the exam in the spring, and I will be able to assess how well you read to analyze literature. 

Please be prepared to turn in your study guide on the first full day of school and complete an in-

class writing about your book during the first week of school.   

 

On the remaining pages, you will find a blank copy of the assignment and a completed sample for your 

reference. 

 

I would prefer that you type your work for ease of editing and digital submission, but if you do not have 

access to a computer during the summer, you may neatly handwrite your study guide on notebook 

paper. Please skip lines and use only the front of each sheet if you need to complete the assignment on 

paper.  If you need help selecting a book or finding a copy of it, if you need help completing your 

assignment, or if you need help formatting or submitting your assignment, please let me know by 

emailing me at lcockrell@mcminnschools.com or joining the remind group for upcoming AP Literature 

students by texting @2022aplit to 81010. Happy reading and have a great summer!



 

Suggested Titles: 

 

Ancient Texts 

800 BC – The Iliad - Homer 

800 BC – The Odyssey – Homer 

 

Neoclassical 

1722 – Moll Flanders – Daniel Defoe 

1726 – Gulliver’s Travels – Jonathan Swift 

1749 – Tom Jones – Henry Fielding 

1759 – Candide – Voltaire 

 

Romantic 

Any novel by Jane Austen 

1823 – Frankenstein – Mary Shelley 

 

Victorian 

Any novel by Charles Dickens 

1847 – Wuthering Heights – Emily Brontё  

1847 – Jane Eyre – Charlotte Brontё 

1850 – The Scarlet Letter – Nathaniel Hawthorne 

1851 – Moby Dick – Herman Melville 

1856 – Madame Bovary – Gustave Flaubert 

1866 – Crime and Punishment – Fyodor Dostoevsky 

1871 – Middlemarch – George Eliot 

1877 – Anna Karenina – Leo Tolstoy 

1881 – The Portrait of a Lady – Henry James 

1884 – Adventures of Huckleberry Finn – Mark Twain 

1886 – The Mayor of Casterbridge – Thomas Hardy 

1891 – Tess of the d’Urbervilles- Thomas Hardy 

1891 – Billy Budd – Herman Melville 

1895 – Jude the Obscure – Thomas Hardy 

1898 – The Turn of the Screw – Henry James 

1899 – The Awakening – Kate Chopin 

 

Naturalist 

1900 – Sister Carrie – Theodore Dreiser 

1900 – Lord Jim – Joseph Conrad 

1902 – Heart of Darkness – Joseph Conrad 

1906 – The Jungle – Upton Sinclair 

1911 – Ethan Frome – Edith Wharton 

 

Modern 

1916 – A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man – James 

Joyce 

1920 – The Age of Innocence – Edith Wharton 

1924 – A Passage to India – E.M. Forster 

1925 – The Great Gatsby – F. Scott Fitzgerald 

1925 – Mrs. Dalloway – Virginia Woolf 

1926 – The Sun Also Rises – Ernest Hemingway 

1929 – The Sound and the Fury – William Faulkner 

1930 – As I Lay Dying – William Faulkner 

1932 – Light in August – William Faulkner 

1932 – Brave New World – Aldous Huxley 

1937 – Their Eyes Were Watching God – Zora Neale 

Hurston 

1939 – The Grapes of Wrath – John Steinbeck 

1940 – Native Son – Richard Wright 

1947 – All the King’s Men – Robert Penn Warren 

1948 – Cry, the Beloved Country – Alan Paton 

1949 – Nineteen Eighty-Four – George Orwell 

 

Post Modern 

1951 – The Catcher in the Rye – J.D. Salinger 

1952 – East of Eden – John Steinbeck 

1952 – Invisible Man – Ralph Ellison 

1952 – Wise Blood – Flannery O’Connor 

1953 – Go Tell it on the Mountain – James Baldwin 

1958 – Things Fall Apart – Chinua Achebe 

1960 – To Kill a Mockingbird – Harper Lee 

1961 – Catch-22 – Joseph Heller 

1966 – Wide Sargasso Sea – Jean Rhys 

1972 – Bless Me, Ultima – Rudolfo Anaya 

1973 – Sula – Toni Morrison 

1977 – Ceremony – Leslie Marmon Silko 

1977 – Song of Solomon – Toni Morrison 

1981 – Obasan – Joy Kogawa 

1982 – The Color Purple – Alice Walker 

1985 – The Handmaid’s Tale – Margaret Atwood 

1987 – Beloved – Toni Morrison 

1990 – The Things They Carried – Tim O’Brien 

1992 – All the Pretty Horses – Cormac McCarthy 

2001 – Atonement – Ian McEwan 

2003 – The Kite Runner – Khaled Hosseini 

2006 – The Road – Cormac McCarthy 

2008 – A Thousand Splendid Suns - Khaled Hosseini 

2012 – Salvage the Bones – Jesmyn Ward 

2012 – Purple Hibiscus - Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie 

2014 – All the Light We Cannot See – Anthony Doerr 

2014 – Americanah - Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie 

2017 – Homegoing – Yaa Gyasi 

2018 – Where the Crawdads Sing – Delia Owens 

 

  



 

Template 

I. Title:   

 
II. Author’s Name:   

 
III. Dates for Author’s Life, Place of Origin, Historical Events:   

 
IV. Year work was published:   

 
V. Describe the geographic, economic, historical, and cultural setting of the book:  

 
VI. What, specifically, is the work about?  What kinds of themes or concerns seem to preoccupy the mind of the 

author in the work? 

 
VII. Identify at least five major rhetorical or stylistic strategies that run through the work.  Consider most of all the 

author’s preferred syntactical strategies, word choices, tones, image patterns & motifs, major & minor 

instances of symbolism, instances of irony & humor, and narrative point of view.  Explain how each of these 

strategies is designed to influence the reader’s perceptions of the novel as a whole. 

 

VIII. Copy and memorize the five most pivotal quotations from the work.  Explain what themes or ideas would be 

lost from the work as a whole if the quotation were omitted. 

 
IX. Divide the Novel/Play into at least five major sections.  Describe how the main characters change or develop 

as you progress through the work. 

 
A. Exposition:   

 
B. Rising Action:   

 
C. Climax:   

 
D. Falling Action:   

 
E. Denouement: 

 
X. Compose a 100-150 word précis that explains what the work means and the primary resources of language 

the author uses to communicate that meaning. 
   



 

Sample 

I. Title:   

 

Othello, The Moor of Venice    The title character, Othello, is an outsider.  Born in Mauritania (West Africa), 

Othello has dark skin and facial features that distinguish him from other Venetian Italians.  Iago takes 

advantage of Othello’s insecurities as an outsider, and he takes advantage of the prejudices and bigoted 

stereotypes he knows his fellow Italians harbor for men of Othello’s race.  Othello is also a highly 

accomplished naval officer and warrior.  His skills in both military areas make him an extremely valuable 

person in the eyes of Venetian leaders who covet Othello’s skills because they offer security and protection 

for the economic interests in the Mediterranean shipping and trade routes. 

 

II. Author’s Name:  William Shakespeare 

 

III. Dates for Author’s Life and County of Origin:   

 

William Shakespeare was born in Stratford-Upon-Avon, England, in 1564.  He died in 1614.  Shakespeare’s 

life spans the high point of the English Renaissance and the Elizabethan Era.  Shakespeare’s interest in the 

Othello story may have stemmed from the military tensions that existed between Christian Europeans and 

Muslim Turks during the 1500s. 

 

IV. Year work was published:   

 

Othello, The Moor of Venice, was first performed on November 1, 1604 in London, England. 

 

V. Describe the geographic, economic, historical, and cultural setting for the work:   

 

The play is set first in Venice, Italy (Act I) and then the Island of Cyprus (Acts II-V).  The island of Cyprus rests 

almost due south of Turkey.  It would have been a strategic military location for any nation-state like Venice 

hoping to secure its trade routes in the Mediterranean region.  At the time the play takes place (the early 

1500s), Cyprus is under Venetian control despite its closer proximity to Turkey, one of Venice’s arch-rivals.  

Othello the character has been appointed supreme commander of the island.  Though commander of the 

island, Othello’s authority resides exclusively in the hand of the Venetian Senate for whom Othello works.  The 

Italian Senate have complete authority to dismiss Othello from command for any reason should it deem such 

dismissal necessary.  

 

VI.        What, specifically, is the work about?  What kinds of themes or concerns seem to preoccupy the 

mind of the author in the work? 

 

Othello concerns itself with a range of psychological themes:  sexual, social, and racial insecurity;  sexual 

jealously and envy;  loyalty and fidelity in marriage;  misogyny;  cruelty, masochism, sadism & vengeance;  

paranoia;  human frailty;  egotism and vanity;  sexual immorality;  racism and bigotry;  ethnocentrism and 

cultural arrogance, to name but a few of the play’s concerns. 

 

VI. Identify at least five major rhetorical or stylistic strategies that run through the work.  Consider 

most of all the author’s preferred syntactical strategies, word choices, tones, image patterns & 

motifs, major & minor instances of symbolism, instances of irony & humor, narrative point of view, 

use of time and chronology, and literary elements such as imagery, metaphor, etc.  Explain how 

each of these strategies is designed to influence the reader’s perceptions of the novel as a whole. 

 



 

1. Technique/Strategy #1:  Shakespeare invests the play with various animal images (especially animals 

engaged in sexual acts) designed to heighten Othello’s sexual and racial insecurities.  Othello is 

frequently compared to horses and apes to suggest his alleged sub-human status in relation to 

Venetians.  These associations are especially prominent in Act I where Iago compares Othello to such 

animals because he knows he can excite Brabantio’s racism and bigotry against Othello in order to make 

him more vulnerable to Iago’s vengeful plot.  

 

2. Technique/Strategy #2:  Iago’s soliloquies play a vital role in the reader’s understanding of the play.  

Through his soliloquies, readers learn of Iago’s own professional jealousies and sexual insecurities and 

the role they play inciting him to violence.  Iago’s soliloquies reveal his sexual insecurities regarding 

Othello and Cassio, and they reveal the depth of his misogyny as he suspects all women of infidelity and 

sexual promiscuity.  Moreover, the soliloquies reveal Iago’s perverse sense of irony and his psychological 

intelligence.  Through his insecurities, he seems to understand those of others, and he understand also 

how to exploit human virtues and use them to promote cruelty and vengeance.   

 

3. Technique/Strategy #3:  Ironic characterizations, especially those of Othello, Iago, Emilia, and Brabantio 

play integral roles throughout the play.  Though a confident and sometimes arrogant military leader, 

Othello is, underneath, a sexually and socially insecure outsider.  Othello’s willingness to accept Iago’s 

accusations against his Desdemona reveal a man clinging desperately to the façade of power and 

authority in order to compensate for his feelings of insecurity.  Similarly, Iago’s own façade of friendship, 

wisdom, and benevolent council belie a deeply insecure and masochistic character whose own self-

loathing or self-doubt perpetuates cruelty and perversion.  Then there is Brabantio and the other “noble” 

Venetians who feign a sense of love and respect for Othello only until his presence intersects with their 

most personal desires and self-interests, such as their daughters and wives.  Perhaps most interesting is 

Emilia, who at first seems amoral or immoral when asked to steal for her husband or when admitting she 

might be willing to cheat on her husband should her infidelity lead to his social and/or economic welfare.  

However, when pressed to lie about murder, deceit, and treachery, Emilia nobly dies in defense of the 

truth and love for Desdemona.  Such characterizations reinforce Shakespeare’s interest in exposing 

mankind’s vulnerability to appearances and self-motivated assumptions about the perceived evils and 

virtues of others.  

 

4. Technique/Strategy #4:  Sexually charged vocabulary permeates the play:  words and phrases like 

“cuckold”, “lechery”, “tupping”,  “her body’s lust”,  “the fair-haired and curled darlings of Venice”, “kiss 

me hard”, “behold her topped”,  “lewd minx”, “they eat us hungerly”, “naked in bed”,  “strumpet” and 

many, many others sustains the play’s emphasis on the oppressive nature of human sexual jealousies 

and sexual insecurities that seem to underlie the inevitable destruction of otherwise good people. 

 

5. Technique/Strategy #5:  Significant symbols—the interplay between white & black, the contrast between 

light & darkness, and the strawberry covered handkerchief (about which Othello tells two possibly 

conflicting stories)—reinforce Shakespeare’s interest in exposing the degree to which mankind is 

susceptible to false impressions or blind assumptions about genuine forms of honesty, devotion, justice, 

love, loyalty, and truth. 

 

 

VII.  Copy and memorize the five most pivotal quotations from the work.  Explain what themes or ideas 

would be lost from the work as a whole if the quotation were omitted. [samples omitted for space]   

 

VIII.  Divide the Novel/Play into at least five major sections.  Describe how the main characters change or 

develop as you progress through the work. 

 

 



 

1. Exposition:  Iago and Roderigo awake Brabantio in the middle of the night to provoke him with racial 

anger against Othello who has eloped with his daughter, Desdemona.  Iago reveals his plan to exact 

vengeance against Othello whom he accuses of by-passing him as his first lieutenant.  Iago also reveals 

contempt for Roderigo.  Othello appears and reveals himself as a proud, confident, and powerful general 

who has violated custom by eloping with the young Desdemona.  Brabantio, enraged with racially 

charged hatred for Othello, threatens to kill him for “bewitching” his daughter, whom he cannot fathom 

actually loving Othello.  The Duke intervenes and saves Othello from punishment, primarily because the 

Turks are about to attack Venice and they cannot afford to fight without the talents and leadership of 

Othello.  Othello and Desdemona depart without consummating their wedding. 

 

2. Rising Action:  The Turks are defeated near Cyprus, through the skill of Othello and the misfortune of a 

bad storm.  Othello returns to Cysprus after the war to be named commander of the precariously 

conquered island.  Under these circumstances, Iago devises a plan to sabotage Cassio, Othello and 

Roderigo.  Iago tricks Cassion into getting drunk and then convinces Roderigo to instigate a brawl with 

drunken Cassio.  The brawl again interrupts Othello, perhaps preventing him from consummating with 

Desdemona.  Upset with Cassion, Othello demotes him and replaces him with Iago.  The next morning, 

Iago incites Othello’s jealously by insinuating that Cassio may have pursuing Desdemona sexually before 

she married Othello.  Simultaneously, Iago convinces Cassio to beg Desdemona for her help and getting 

his lieutenancy restored once Othello has calmed.  Through these orchestrations, Iago sets the trap that 

will “enmesh them all” as he knows he can exploit Othello’s insecurities as well as use Desdemona’s 

devoted, virtuous nature to make it seem as if she is sexually involved with Cassio.  Also at this time, Iago 

manipulates his wife into trying to steal a handkerchief from Desdemona because he knows it possesses 

sentimental value for Othello & Desdemona and can therefore use the object to further incite their 

suspicions or anxieties about each other. 

 

3. Climax:  Iago has successfully incited Othello’s jealousy regarding Desdemona and Cassio—to such a 

degree that Othello claims his mind will never be at ease until he know for sure if Desdemona is true or 

not.   Othello threatens to kill Iago if he cannot furnish physical proof of Desdemona’s infidelity.  

Simulataneously, Emilia has found Desdemona’s handkerchief which he now intends to use to provide the 

“proof” Othello seeks.  The act ends with Cassio and a harlot, Bianca, arranging to speak and amorous 

evening together.  It is this sexual relationship between Cassio and Bianco that Iago will use to convince 

Othello that Desdemona has been unfaithful and must be punished. 

 

4. Falling Action:  Iago orchestrates a situation where Othello, while in hiding, thinks he sees proof of 

Desdemona’s affair with Cassio.  Iago left Desdemona’s handkerchief, anonymously, in Bianca’s 

possession, leading her to accuse Cassio of promiscuity while also leading the hidden Othello into 

believing that Cassio received the handkerchief as token of affection from Desdemona and later gave it to 

a common whore.   While describing his affair with Bianca to Iago, Cassio describes his sexual dalliances 

with her in a manner that makes the hiding Othello believe Cassio views Desdemona, not Bianca, as little 

more than a common whore.  So disturbed by what he thinks he sees and hears, Othello suffers a 

second epileptic seizure, and upon recovering vows to seek revenge against his wife and her lover.  

Furthering Othello’s rage against Desdemona is the knowledge that the Venetian senate has summoned 

him back to Venice while his position in Cyprus will now be given over to Cassio.  Given these 

proceedings, Othello is convinced that Iago is the only friend he has left to trust and is therefore even 

more susceptible to any suggestions Iago may makes.  Even protestations of love, innocence and 

devotion from Desdemona and Emilia no longer bear the same weight or influence over Othello as do the 

words of Iago. 

 

5. Denouement/Catastrophe:  Fearing the possibility that his plot might be revealed by Roderigo and 

Cassio, Iago persuades Roderigo to murder Cassio (this actually happens in Act IV), knowing that at least 

one of them will die in the process while he will be able to murder and hence silence the other.  At the 

same time that Iago convinces to kill Cassio, he also convinces Othello to smother Desdemona to death 

in her bed as an appropriate and untraceable way to end her life.  Iago also convinces Roderigo that once 



 

he murders Othello, no one will be left to stand in his way to marrying Desdemona.  All these plans go 

awry when Roderigo bungles the attempted murder of Cassio.  Cassio wounds Roderigo instead while 

Iago, under the cloak of darkness, makes a failed attempt to kills Cassio.  As Othello and the other 

Venetian ministers arrive at the scene, they encounter Iago and later Bianca whom Iago accuses of trying 

to have Cassio murdered.  Meanwhile, Othello murders Desdemona by suffocating her either through 

strangulation or with her pillow.  However, as she is dying, Emilia enters the room and learns that Othello 

has killed murdered her because he believe her to be unfaithful.  When asked how or why he would ever 

assume such a thing, Othello reveals that it was Iago who told him so.  While in a state of shock that it 

may have been her husband who was behind Desdemona’s death, Gratiano, Lodivico and Iago enter the 

murder scene and Emilia confronts her husband with the story Othello told.  Iago commands Emilia to 

hold her tongue, but she refuses and to silence her, Iago stabs her to death.  However, a letter outlining 

Iago’s elaborate plot to destroy Othello, Desdemona, and Cassio is found on Roderigo’s corpse, 

confirming Iago’s plot.  Iago is arrested and taken away, vowing never to speak about the affair.  In 

dismay, Othello kills himself and the play ends. 

 

IX.    Compose a 100-150 word précis that explains what the work means and the primary resources of 

language the author uses to communicate that meaning. 

 

Shakespeare’s Othello disquiets readers with its disturbing displays of human perversion and its painful portrait of 

human frailty.  Through ironic characterizations of the play’s major characters and a pattern of sexually charged 

images and words, Shakespeare calls on us to recognize the potential depths of human depravity, reflect on the 

degree to which mankind is plagued by its own irrational jealousy, and heed the dangers of our own sexual 

insecurities.  Despite his nobility, intelligence, and sense of honor, the protagonist, Othello, proves vulnerable to his 

excessive passions—passions that Iago easily inflames through his understanding of human nature.  Iago, on the 

other hand, employs a coolly rational, brilliantly insightful understanding of human virtue to destroy a group of people 

for whom he harbors a particularly irrational hatred.  Through these ironies, Shakespeare grimly portrays a world 

enmeshed in a snare of its own wicked nature, a nature that stubbornly refuses to be checked or tamed by any notion 

of goodness. 
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